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For Immediate Release 

 

Date: 4/25/18 

 

RE: Lake Sherwood Dam Update   

 

 

The Town of Rome was just updated by Adams County on the status of repairs for the Lake Sherwood dam 

gate.    It appears the bolt holding the actuator control had worked it self loose.  (The actuator is the 

apparatus  that makes the gates move up and down.)   The County has temporarily secured the gate actuator. 

This being so, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources has determined there is no longer an 

emergency situation and has directed that all projected dam gate repairs be reviewed and approved by the 

DNR prior to the commencement of work.   

 

What does that mean? 

 

 Repair Timing:  As of today Adams County is still planning on beginning repairs on May 7, 2018, 

but at this point that date is not guaranteed.  The exact date depends greatly on when the DNR 

approves the repairs and when Adams County can get the contractors on site.  Of course, weather 

(rain fall) is always a factor.  At this point no one can predict  exactly when work will commence.  It 

is conceivable that if the date slips too far and the DNR concludes repairs can wait, it may be 

pushed back past summer.  

 Lake Level: At the direction of the DNR, Adams County has said that for the foreseeable future they 

will be keeping Lake Sherwood lake level at the bottom end of the normal operating range.    

 

We know many folks want to get their docks in and get boating; others want to take advantage of the low 

water to work on shore line issues. This is a developing situation and we will keep posting updates as we 

know them. Thanks for your patience.  Adams County Land Conservation operates the dams in the Town of 

Rome their phone number is  (608) 339-4268 

 

Subscribe to updates on the Town of Rome website at this URL http://www.romewi.com/subscribe-to-

updates/ and “Like” us on Facebook at Town of Rome WI to keep up to date with all Town business. 

 

Mike Miller, Administrator 

Town of Rome 
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and business opportunities with an emphasis on 

environmental preservation. 
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